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 The consortium's activities are mainly related to software for the construction industry. It is a modern group that has been
formed in 1999. It currently has 500 members and is a real component of the construction market in France. In addition to its

activities on the market, it has taken an important role in the field of architecture, not only in France but also in Europe, and has
created a solid foundation for its reputation, by first of all sponsoring the Architectural Software and Services Academy (ASSA)
that is acknowledged by his peers in the industry. **Editions** The group publishes 4-5 titles each year, distributed in both CD-

ROM and web formats. **Types of titles** 1. ARCHIVIO - It publishes a CD-ROM containing a large number of the best-
known software applications used in the construction industry, including most of the planning software used in France. 2. POUF
- It is a CD-ROM with 3D rendering software. 3. DECADE - It is a CD-ROM with almost 10 years of best-selling software for
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architects and building owners. 4. TRADOC - It is a CD-ROM with software for the process of detailing, drawings, computer
aided drafting (CAD). 5. SCAD - It is a CD-ROM with CAD software for the design of building and civil engineering,

specialized in the creation of high-level drawings (e.g. walls, furniture, etc.) and in the management of design engineering. 6.
ARCHIVIO for ARCHITECTS - It is a publication for the construction industry based on the archives of the society, including

for example articles, letters, opinions on the events of the day, etc. In 2008, DECADE announced its renewal of the standard
year with a new version, which will be released in May 2009. **Printing, distribution and sales** Decade uses its own printing

press, L'ADP (ARBP), which has a capacity of 12,000 copies per hour. Distribution is done through the official distributor
L'ADP (ARBP), and by bookstores, distributors, and associations, with more than 2500 point of sale per month. On the

European market, the editor is publishing a "Yearbook of Architectural Engineering". In order to maintain a constant presence
on the market 82157476af
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